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The relative relationships among anatomic features visualized on planar radiographic images
change due to rotations of the patient out of the imaging plane. These changes can be predicteda
priori from a three-dimensional radiographic model of the patient. In this study we assess the
feasibility of using that information together with a planar image feature alignment tool to account
for out-of-plane rotations in the evaluation of subsequent clinical patient images. A series of
digitally reconstructed radiographs~DRRs! with known patient rotations was generated from a
computed tomography scan of an anthropomorphic head phantom. Fixed anatomic features were
extracted, as seen in the DRRs of rotated anatomy and entered into a database. Alignment of
features from test radiographs with those from an entry in this database yielded an estimate of
rotation out of plane~database entry that resulted in the best fit via planar transformation! along
with the planar components of setup errors in the rotated plane. Tests using DRRs and films show
that it is possible to select anatomic features in AP skull radiographs with position and orientation
sensitive to out-of-plane rotation. ©1998 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@S0094-2405~98!00705-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Setup errors are a primary concern in fractionated confor
radiotherapy. Radiographic images obtained on a semire
lar basis~portal images!are routinely compared to simula
tion images to gauge the accuracy of patient setup. Th
comparisons are often purely qualitative. A variety of ima
alignment tools have recently been developed to help m
sure patient setup errors1–9 with reported accuracies of 2 mm
or better. Most of these tools determine the coordinate tra
formation in the plane of projection that would most like
properly align the portal and simulation images. Howev
recent investigations indicate that rotations out of the pl
of projection may change the spatial relationship of featu
used in the planar image alignment, resulting in errone
estimations of the planar translations and rotations.10,11

A new class of alignment tools is currently under inves
gation to address this problem. Hanleyet al.11 have devel-
oped a tool to quantitate rotations of the pelvis by measu
the relative change in position of anatomic features that
insensitive to small changes in rotation out of the plane. G
huijs et al.10 have developed a more complete tool for eva
ating the head and neck setup position. Features represe
bony ridges are extracted from a pair of portal images
backprojected through a computed tomography~CT! model
of the patient for a series of test transformations to maxim
the correspondence of the extracted features with bone.

These techniques rely on significant changes in the r
tive location of selected features in order to optimize
estimation of the out-of-plane rotation, however, it is cle
from the inspection of radiographs that some features cha
location significantly under rotation and others do not. It
703 Med. Phys. 25 „5…, May 1998 0094-2405/98/25„5…
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our goal to determine the feasibility of using anatomic fe
tures to determine rotations of the head from single or m
tiple radiographs using a planar image registration techniq

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

This study used an Alderson Rando anthropomorp
head phantom~The Phantom Laboratory, Salem, NY!. A CT
image dataset at 3 mm slice thickness was obtained. Th
data were entered into the treatment planning system at
University of Michigan~UMPLAN, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, MI! and an isocenter was established. Multip
digitally reconstructed radiographs~DRRs!12 were generated
~a pixel size of 0.5479 pixels/mm in the isocenter plane! for
an Anterior–Posterior~AP! beam to simulate different rota
tions of the phantom about the AP, Left–Right~LR!, and
Superior–Inferior~SI! axes~the origin at the isocenter!. Ro-
tations about more than one axis were generated by appl
the rotation about the original SI axis, followed by rotatio
about the rotated LR axis, and then rotation about the dou
rotated AP axis.

Megavoltage portal films of the same phantom for ro
tions about multiple axes were obtained on a racetrack
crotron ~Scanditronix Racetrack Microtron System MM5
Scanditronix AB, Upsala, Sweden!. The gantry, collimator,
and table angles were changed to simulate rotations of
phantom. A stereotactic frame~Radionics, Burlington, MA!
was used to establish and maintain the phantom isoce
Films ~10 MV! were taken with a 20320 cm2 square field
and digitized using a laser film scanner~Lumisys, Inc.! ~pixel
size5450m, spot size5420m!. The magnification and ori-
entation of the digitized film images were scaled to t
703/703/6/$10.00 © 1998 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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DRRs using the field borders as a reference. The digiti
film images were then enhanced using unsharp masking
histogram equalization.

DRRs of rotated anatomy were visually inspected to fi
anatomy suitable for use in comparison to reference ima
through the use of an open curve matching algorithm.13 Use-
ful anatomic features had to appear in each DRR, and
relative spatial relationships among these features ha
change significantly under rotation~i.e., features sensitive to
out-of-plane rotations!. Anatomic features were selected
as not to extend along a single line or arc, thereby provid
a unique planar transformation after alignment. The anato
selected for this study include the outer table of the skull,
superior aspect of the right and left bony orbits, and the ri
and left petrous ridges as shown in Fig. 1.

The open curve matching algorithm finds the planar tra
formation ~translations and rotation in the plane of proje
tion! that results in a minimum root-mean-square~rms! re-
sidual distance value between points on user-defined cu
on a reference image and those on a test image. When
test image is rotated out of the plane compared to the re
ence image, the rms residual distance will be larger t
when the anatomy in the test and reference images lie in
same plane. This difference is a function of the image ty
of the reference and test images, the selected anatomic
tures, and the variation arising due to manual definition
the selected anatomy in both the reference and test ima

DRRs of rotated anatomy were aligned with a DRR re
resenting the unrotated AP projection~the zero rotation
DRR! to determine the ability of the algorithm to different
ate between small differences in rotation for the selected a
tomic features for identical image types. Image alignm
was repeated ten times~anatomy manually redefined in te
and reference images! and the resultant rms residual distan
was recorded for each alignment. The sensitivity of the al

FIG. 1. Anatomy selected for contouring in an AP skull radiograph for use
image registration~see the text for a full description!.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 5, May 1998
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rithm was determined from these measurements by no
the magnitude of the out-of-plane rotation that resulted i
significantly different rms residual distance value when
DRR of rotated anatomy~test image!was aligned with the
zero rotation DRR~reference image!compared to the rms
residual distance value when a DRR is aligned with itself
a sensitivity ofP.95% ~using a Studentt test of signifi-
cance!.

A library of DRRs representing AP projections wit
known rotations out of the plane was generated. Phan
rotations were simulated in 1.5° steps from24.5° to 4.5°
about each out-of-plane axis~LR, SI! and their combina-
tions, resulting in 49 DRRs. This step size was chosen
cover the expected range of patient rotations as well a
provide good resolution based on the repeat alignment
scribed above. The selected anatomy was defined manu
on each DRR, and only the resultant contours were store
a database for rapid access by the open curve matchin
gorithm. Thus, the resultant database contained 49 ent
where each entry consisted of the extracted contours and
out-of-plane rotation components corresponding to th
contours. Another database of anatomy contour data
generated in 1° steps from23° to 3° about the LR and S
axes in the same manner as the 1.5° step size database t
the effect of step size on the estimate of the out-of-pla
rotation components.

Digitized film images with known rotations and no tran
lations were aligned using each database. Each referenc
tabase was used to estimate the rotation of the patien
three dimensions by comparison to a digitized test image
follows ~Fig. 2!:

~1! Selected anatomy contoured on a digitized test fi
~test contours!.

~2! Resultant test contours aligned to each contour se
the reference database using the open curve matching a
rithm.

~3! Planar transformation and the rms residual dista
value recorded for each trial alignment.

~4! The minimum rms residual distance value identifie
~5! The database entry that corresponds to the minim

rms residual distance value gives the estimated magnitud
the out-of-plane rotation components, while the in-pla
transformation is estimated by the corresponding pla
transformation from the open curve matching algorithm.

To test the effect of image quality on the estimation of t
out-of-plane rotation, DRRs with known rotations we
aligned to the 1.5° increment database. Finally, to determ
the reproducibility of the image alignment arising from th
variability in the manual contouring of the selected anatom
several films and DRRs were contoured ten times by an
perienced operator and aligned with the 1.5° step size d
base.

III. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the rms residual distance values as a f
tion of the angle of rotation out of the plane when a film
anatomy with no rotation was aligned with the 1.5° step s
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reference database. Repeated alignments of DRRs of rota
anatomy with the zero rotation DRR indicate the mean rm
residual distance value increases as the rotation out of t
plane increases. Further, it is noted that rms residual distan
values from alignment with DRRs with rotations greater tha
2° out of the plane are significantly different (P.95%) than

FIG. 2. The general procedure for estimating 3-D rotation of a patient usin
a reference database.~a! Selected anatomy contoured on a digitized film
~test contours!;~b! the resultant test contours aligned to each entry in th
reference database;~c! each planar transformation and rms residual distanc
value was recorded and the minimum rms residual distance value was ide
tified.

FIG. 3. The rms residual distance as a function of the angle of out-of-plan
rotation for alignment of a portal image with no rotation to the 1.5° incre
ment database.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 5, May 1998
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the rms residual distance values when the zero rotation D
is aligned to itself or to DRRs with rotations 1° out of th
plane.

Results from alignment of portal images with random r
tations ~in and out of plane!to the 1.5° step size referenc
database are shown in Table I. The true~known! rotations
about the AP, SI, and LR axis are shown, as well as
selected rotations about the SI and LR axes. The pla
transformation~rotation about the AP axis and translatio
along the LR and SI axes! determined from the planar imag
alignment with the dataset that provided the selected out
plane rotation components is also shown. In most cases
difference between the estimated and the true rotation is
than or equal to 2°. The in-plane~AP! rotation components
in all cases are determined to within 2° of the true rotat
about the AP axis. The results from alignment of test ima
with the 1° step size reference database~not shown!are con-
sistent with the results shown in Table I. The differenc
between estimated and true rotations range up to 2° abou
axes.

The results of alignment of DRRs corresponding to t
film images to the 1.5° step size database are presente
Table II, and show that in all cases, the out-of-plane rotat
is estimated to within 1.5°~the resolution of the database
The in-plane rotation is determined in most cases to wit
1° ~exceptions have at least one of the out-of-plane rotati
outside the bounds of the database!. The in-plane translations
along both the SI and the LR axis are determined to less t
1.2 mm, with one exception~which, again, is for a large
out-of-plane rotation!.

The results from repeat manual contouring of featu
seen in films and DRRs are shown in Tables III and IV. T
average differences in rotation are shown in Table III, wh
the average translations are shown in Table IV. The rep
measurements indicate that there is a standard deviatio
selecting the out-of-plane rotation of approximately 1° ab
both the SI and LR axes for films and DRRs. The avera
difference between the selected rotation and the true rota
are less than 1° for rotations about the LR and AP axes
less than 2° for rotations about the SI axis. These res
indicate the relative change in the anatomic features
smaller for rotations about the SI axis than for rotatio
about the LR or AP axes.

The average error in translation along the LR axis is l
than 1 mm, with a standard deviation for both DRRs a
films of approximately 0.6 mm. The average errors in tra
lation along the SI axis for films range up to 2.4 mm. T
average error in translation along the SI axis from DRRs
less than 1 mm. The standard deviation for both films a
DRRs are similar. These measurements indicate there
systematic error along the SI axis for the films of appro
mately 1.7 mm. This results from an error in the placem
of the isocenter along the SI axis.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have described a method accounting for the out
plane rotation by using planar alignment to compare a po
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TABLE I. Results from alignment of digitized films with a 1.5° step reference database. The true rotations
the SI, LR, and AP axes are shown as well as the selected rotations out of the plane~about the SI and LR axes!
and the in-plane rotation~AP axis!and the in-plane translations along the LR (XLR) and SI (YSI) axes deter-
mined from the planar alignment with the dataset corresponding to the selected out-of-plane compone

True and selected rotation~degrees!
In-plane

translation~mm!Superior–Inferior Left–Right Anterior–Posterior

True Selected True Selected True Selected XLR YSi

23 23 21 23 2 0.3 0.6 0.6
21 1.5 23 21.5 2 1.1 1.2 1.7

1 1.5 22 21.5 0 1.3 21.2 2.9
2 4.5 23 23 5 6.5 0.0 2.3

22 21.5 1 1.5 22 22.8 0.0 1.2
0 0 0 21.5 0 1.5 1.2 0.6
3 3 0 21.5 22 21.2 21.2 1.2
6 4.5 26 23 0 0.2 1.2 0.6

24 23 3 3 25 26.9 1.7 1.7
6 4.5 23 23 1 2.3 21.2 2.9
5 4.5 0 21.5 25 26.9 1.2 1.7

TABLE II. Results from alignment of DRRs with a 1.5° step reference database. The true rotations about
LR, and AP axes are shown as well as the selected rotations out of the plane~about the SI and LR axes! and the
in-plane rotation~AP axis!and the in-plane translations along the LR (XLR) and SI (YSI) axes determined from
the planar alignment, with the dataset corresponding to the selected out-of-plane components.

True and selected rotation~degrees!
In-plane

translation~mm!Superior–Inferior Left–Right Anterior–Posterior

True Selected True Selected True Selected XLR YSI

23 24.5 21 21.5 2 1.8 0.6 0.0
21 0 23 23 2 2.8 1.2 20.6

1 1.5 22 21.5 0 0.2 0.0 0.0
2 3 23 23 5 4.2 0.0 0.6

22 21.5 1 1.5 22 21.2 0.0 0.0
0 0 0 0 0 0.8 21.2 0.0
3 1.5 0 0 22 22.3 0.6 0.0
6 4.5 26 24.5 0 2.0 0.0 0.6

24 23 3 4.5 25 23.6 21.2 0.0
6 4.5 23 23 1 21.3 1.7 0.0
5 4.5 0 0 25 26.9 0.6 21.2

TABLE III. Average differences in rotation resulting from repeat contouring of films and DRRs.

True rotation Average difference in rotation~degrees!
Image
type SIt LRt APt ^dSI&6s ^dLR&6s ^dAP&6s

FILM 0 0 0 20.860.7 20.661 0.661.2
DRR 0 0 0 20.660.7 0.260.5 20.661.2
FILM 1 22 0 21.360.7 21 60.6 20.961.5
DRR 1 22 0 20.560 20.560 20.760.8
FILM 22 1 22 21.660.6 20.460.7 20.561.4
FILM 23 21 2 20.961.4 20.161.2 20.361.3
l. 25, No. 5, May 1998
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TABLE IV. Average magnitude of translations determined from repeat contouring of films and DRRs.

Image
type

True rotation Average translations~mm!

SI LR AP ^XLR&6s ^YSI&6s

FILM 0 0 0 0.760.6 1.960.5
DRR 0 0 0 20.360.8 20.360.5
FILM 1 22 0 20.160.6 2.460.7
DRR 1 22 0 20.160.7 20.260.7
FILM 22 1 22 0.460.4 1.760.7
FILM 23 21 2 0.460.6 1.460.6
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image with a database of contours representing rota
anatomy. The estimate for the out-of-plane rotation com
nents is selected from one of the discrete members of a
tabase, while the in-plane rotation component and the
plane translations are given from the alignment of the
image with the database entry that corresponds to the
lected out-of-plane rotation components.

In most cases, the selected rotation is within one entr
the database from the optimal selection. Thus, it is clear
the accuracy of the method is a function of the step size
the database. However, measurements made using a
step size~1° vs 1.5°! do not indicate an increased accuracy
the selection of the out-of-plane rotation in many cas
These results are not inconsistent, as the smaller step s
below the accuracy limits of the algorithm based on the
lected anatomy, and are supported by the measurements
indicate that the rms residual distance values are similar
differences in rotation of less than 2°. Surface plots of
rms residual distance as a function of the out-of-plane an
of rotation for random rotations show that the rms resid
distance increases as the difference between the true rot
and the test rotation increases, however, for test rotat
near the true rotation the rms residual distance values
very similar.

Alignment of DRRs with the 1.5° step size reference d
tabase indicate more accurate and reproducible estimat
the out-of-plane rotation components as well as the in-pl
rotation and translations than alignment of film. The anato
of interest is more clearly seen on a DRR versus a megav
age film, which leads to the improved accuracy and rep
ducibility of the estimate. These results stress the importa
of high quality portal and reference images.

Again, for our discrete system, the minimum rms resid
value selects the out-of-plane rotation components, howe
the true minimum may not lie at the selected point. As
extension of this work, it should be possible to fit a functi
to the rms residual distance value surface contours and m
ematically determine the minimum rms residual distan
value. This may give a more accurate answer than sim
choosing the discrete minimum value to select the rotatio

The accuracy of the three-dimensional~3-D! alignment
may also be improved by correlating information from o
thogonal radiographs. Lateral films of skull anatomy we
obtained and visually inspected, but it was not possible
select anatomic features in a lateral view that satisfied
criteria necessary for use with the open curve matching
l. 25, No. 5, May 1998
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gorithm. Most notably, it was difficult to find a consistent s
of features whose relative position was obviously chang
under rotation. However, using projection angles differe
than AP and lateral angles may reveal suitable anatomy

The accuracy of the current method, however, could all
for an increase in the overall precision of patient setup.
noted by Hanley,11 rotations more than 2° out of the imagin
plane can result in dosimetrically significant consequen
when simple planar alignment is used to verify and corr
for patient position for treatment of the prostate. One co
expect changes of the same order to be as or more impo
in treatments of the head and neck due to the smaller s
ration of the anatomy in this site. This method provides 3
alignment information with a minimal amount of time at th
treatment machine~the majority of the time is spent compu
ing the DRRs in advance of the first day of treatment!.

A minor drawback to using this method for image alig
ment is that multiple DRRs must be computeda priori. This
can be time intensive both from a computational as well a
personnel standpoint. However, there have been meth
proposed for quickly computing DRRs and extracting an
tomic information14,10 to provide information on the three
dimensional patient transformatio
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